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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the family of SWAAM codes
developed by Argonne National Laboratory to analyze
the effects of sodium/water reactions on LMR steam
generators. The SWAAM codes were developed as
design tools for analyzing various phenomena related
to steam generator leaks and to predict the resulting
thermal and hydraulic effects on the steam generator
and the Intermediate heat transport system (IHTS).
The theoretical foundations and numerical treatments
on which the codes are based are discussed, followed
by a description of code capabilities and limitations,
verification of the codes by comparison with
experiment, and applications to steam generator and
IHTS design.

INTRODUCTION

Design of an LMR steam generator and Its
Intermediate heat transport system (IHTS) requires
consideration of leaks In the steam generator, the
resulting sodium/water reaction, and subsequent
effects on the Integrity of the steam generator and the
IHTS. Due to the complexity of the phenomena and
the geometry of the system Involved. It was- decided
early that comprehensive computer codes should be
developed to analyze steam generator leaks and the
response of the IHTS.

The family of SWAAM codes was developed by
Argonne National Laboratory (AMU to address various
aspects of steam generator leaks. SWAAM-II analyzes
the Immediate time-dependent leak rates, sodium/
water reactions, propagation of the resulting pressure

energy, and the IHTS response. SWAAM-LT
addresses the long-term thermal and hydraulic effects

'that prevail after the Immediate pressure effects
diminish.

SWAAM-LT Is based on a single-phase flow model.
For analysis of certain steam generator designs, such
as those with cover-gas spaces, a single-phase flow

:model tends to be restrictive and Us application
rather limited. SWAC-13/SWAC-13E are based on a
two-phase flow model and treat the gross mixing of
sodium and gas phases. SWAC-13/SWAC-13E were
obtained from Japan as part of an exchange agree-
ment between the U.S. and Japan and are Included In
the SWAAM code family.

In the remainder of this paper, the development
status of these codes Is described. This Includes their
theoretical basis, the numerical techniques used,
code validation results, and applications to steam
generator. IHTS. and other related system designs.

DESCRIPTION OF SWAAM CODES

SWAAM-II

SWAAM-II consists of five main modules In which
the various aspects of tube leaks, sodium/water

• reactions, and propagation effects are computed:

1. Reaction-bubble dynamics.
2. Water-side system transient.
3. Sodlum-slde system transient.
4. Sodium-side two-dimensional transient.
5. Rupture-disk structural dynamics.

Tlit: rca< lloii-buhlile dynamics module of
SWAAM-M Is an Improvement over other existing
models f 1.21- It Ircnls rigorously thr energy
contributions from nil constituents of the reaction
bubble hi a time-dependent mariner. This Is In
contrast to previous models where the reaction was
assumed to be Instantaneous and complete. The
reaction model of SWAAM II Is a slight variation of the
model proposed by Tregonlng | 3 | . The SWAAM-II
reaction model HI Is formulated so that bubble
dynamics Is described via a single parameter that can
be determined experimentally.

Reaction-bubble dynamics arc coupled In the
water-side system transient, as well as to the
response of the sodium neighboring Hie bubble. The
water-side system transient module calculates the
time-dependent leak rate by solving the two-phase
walcr/steain flow In Ihe steam generator tubn syslem
(5.RI- Both thi reaction-bubble dynamics and the
water-side transient modules require steam table
routines that arc also part of SWAAM-II. In (be
computation of the sodluiu-slilc system transient (7|,
effects of plastic deformation of pipes |8 | and sodium
column separation |9 | arc rigorously treated.

In the Immediate neighborhood of the reaction
bubble In the steam generator, especially at early
stages of the reaction. It Is desirable to treat thr
sodlurn-sldc transient Ivvo-dlrncnslonally. The two-
dlmenslon.-il transient module of SWAAM-II may be
used to compute local details of pressure and How
distributions (10.111 In parallel with the one-
dimensional system transient. Finally, the rupturc-
dlsk structural dynamics module computes the
response of thin-membrane spherical-shape rupture
disks and this response calculation Is completely
coupled to the sodium transient |12 | . Column
separation at the Interface of the rupture disk and the
sodium Is an Important aspect and Is rigorously
treated |12|.

The numerical techniques used In the computa-
tion of fluid transients, Including two-phase water/
steam flows of the water-side system, are based on
the method of characteristics. The only exception Is
that the Interior nodes of the water-side system
model are solved by the two-step Lax-Wendioff
scheme because of possible shock wave formation |S|.
Structural dynamic response of the rupture disks Is
solved using a finite-clement method 1121.

SWAAM-LT

A number of computer codes have been
developed to analyze the long-term effects of sodium/
water reactions |I3-1G|. However. It was decided
early In the AML program to develop a new long-term
analysis code to maximize the general-purpose
capabilities of the SWAAM series. This nnticlpnted
the nerd for a versatile design system to handle

various types of steam genrr.iloi s, alternate IIIT.'j
designs, and other related components.

SWAAM-I.T Is a onc-dlmenslonal system code
based on an Incompressible single-phase (low model.
The liquid-sodium and gas phases are assumed to be
separated by dlstlnrt Interfaces, and compressibility
Is taken entirely by the gas phases. Hie rode tracks
the Interfaces as part of thr general computation.
This model is Justified because a I.MR usually features
only a limited number of Isolated gas regions. Even In
a sorliiim/watcr reaction, the gas phasrs air not
expected to spread widely; hence, the sodium and gas
phases will lend to remain largely separated from
each other.

numerically, the SWAAM-l.T model of a system Is
constructed of pipes and Junctions, the pipes repre-
sent fluids with certain velocities and the Junctions
contain fluids, gases, or both at certain prrsswres. A
simple Iteration scheme Is used to solve for Ihr pipe
velocities and Junction pressures of a syMeni.
SWAAM-l.T Includes the following Junction types to
model a complete system:

1. Reaction bubble.
2. Reaction-products tank.
3. Prcssurlzer.
4. Cover gas.
5. In line ruptine disk.
G. Fluid rescrvolr/slmple Junction.
7. Fr Ictlon Junction/pump Junction.

The reaction-bubble Junction Is where the gas
phase is generated and energy Is Input as a result of
the sodium/water reaction. In the reaction products-
tank Junction, the sodium and gas phases arc sepa-
rated and the gas phases vent to the atmosphere
through the stack pipe upon opening of the rupture
disk when pressure reaches a set value. The pressur-
Izer contains bolh liquid sodium and gas phases. 1he
cover-gas Junction enables Modeling of steam genera-
tor types that have cover-gas spaces. A formula for
mixing of sodium and gas phases Is assumed, and (lie
venting of the mixture to the reaction-products tank
through the relief pipe Is provided. Again, venting
from the cover-gas Junction Is Initiated by ripening of
the covcr-gas-space rupture disk.

The In-llne-rupture-disk Junction models the In-
sodlum rupture disk. The fluid reservoir Junction Is a
sodltim-Mlcd Junction with an associated vnlmnr. This
Junction type Is used to model steam generator plena
or similar regions. The simple Junction Is a special
case of the lltild-reservoir Junction (hat has no
volume: It may be used to break up a long pipe Into a
number of shorter pipes to obtain needed velocity
detail. The friction Junction Is Used to model valves,
orifices, perforated plates, or other types of concen-
trated pressure losses. The pump Junction repre-
sents pumps. Including pump trips, through a simple
parabolic pump characteristic curve.
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SWAC-13/SWAC-13E

SWAC-13 and SWAC-13E are two-phase, one-
dlmenslonal system codes developed by the Power
Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation
(PNC) of Japan for analysis of the quasi-steady flow
effects of sodium/water reactions. In cases where
small or medium-size leaks persist for an extended
period of time or In cases where gross mixing of
sodium and gas phases occurs. It Is not practical to
use a single-phase flow model.

The SWAC-13 code Is the first version of this
code and Is based on a three-equation model. This
model consists of two continuity equations, one for
each phase, and one mixture momentum equation. In
this model, the temperatures are user-specified.
SWAC-13E Is the updated version or SWAC-13 and Is
based on a four-equation model where the energy
equation has been added and temperatures are now
calculated rather than being user-specllled.

In a manner similar to SWAAM-LT. the SWAC-13/
SWAC-13E model represents a system by nodes and
links. Pressures, void fractions, temperatures at the
nodes, and velocities of the links are solved Itera-
Uvely. The nodes and links of SWAC-13/SWAC-13E
are equivalent to the Junctions and pipes, respec-
tively, of SWAAM-LT. Sub-links are used to further
divide links Into shorter lengths. Just as the simple
Junctions are used In SWAAM-LT to cut a long pipe
Into shorter lengths.

VERIFICATION OF SWAAM CODES

SWAAM-II

The Individual modules of SWAAM-II were first
validated with available test data appropriate for the
specific modules. For example, the one-dlmenslonal
sodlum-slde module. Including the fluid/structure
Interaction resulting from pipe plastic deformation,
was validated against pipe deformation test data [17|.
Similarly, validation of the column separation model
and the coupled rupture disk dynamics model of
SWAAM-II are discussed In Ref. 13.

The major source of experimental data used In
the verincatlon of the SWAAM codes Is the Large Leak
Test Rig fLLTK). which Is described In Rets. 19 and
20; the main components are shown In Fig. 1. The
LLTR Includes a reaction vessel that houses the steam
generator heat transfer tubes, a reaction'products
storage tank, surge tank, rupture-disk relief system,
and upper and lower piping systems. The tubeslde of
the LLTR Includes a mechanism for causing a double-
ended guillotine leak within the reaction vessel, as
well as the equipment needed to feed either
steam/water or a non-reactive gas to the ruptured
tube. The SWAAM-II computational model of the
sodium side of the LLTR Is shown In Fig. 2.

Verification was based on two tests run In the LLTR
(see Refs. 4 and 21 for more details): a reactive lest
using subcooled water at 1700 pslg and a non-
reactive test using nitrogen at the same pressure and
temperature. This latter test allowed evaluation of the
more mechanical features of the SWAAM code and the
numerical methods employed. The complexities
associated with the chemical dynamics of the reaction
zone were not present In this test, nor were the
transient thermal hydraulics of the water/steam
Injection process.

Figure 3 compares pretest code predictions with
LLTR data for the nonreactlve test. Agreement Is
excellent for the first 60 ms of this experiment—well
beyond the period of peak pressure In the bubble
region.

The reactive test provides a much more compre-
hensive verincatlon of the SWAAM methodology. As
shown In Fig. 4. agreement between experiment and
code predictions Is again excellent. The bubble pres-
sure rose from Its 125-pslg Initial value to a peak of
365-pslg In about 8 ms. The depressurtzatlon that
followed was a result of the rupture-disk response
and the action of the LLTR relief system. The wave-
transit time between the rupture disk and the
reaction zone Is approximately 3 ms: thus, disk
response and bubble dynamics are closely coupled
throughout the transient.

Agreement with experiment Is also quite good In
sections of thr f/Mem that are far «moved from the
reaction zone. Figure 5. which shows a comparison
betwren acperlment ,\nd computation at a position In
the upper piping run of the i-LTR. Is typical of the
results obtained with SWAAM. Both the onset of fluid
column separation and subsequent recollapse are
accurately predicted. It should be noted that predic-
tions such as these require the use of a llme-

. dependent reaction rate coefficient. A. which Is an
empirical parameter related to several complex
effects (such as reaction temperature) In the reaction
zone and for which no experimental data are available.
Because SWAAM results are not highly sensitive to the
values of A. quite reasonable agreement with experi-
ment can be obtained with only a modest degree of
numerical experimentation prior to prediction of a
specific test.

The complex nature of the response of the LLTR
relief system can result In some regions where
SWAAM predictions differ from experimental obser-
vations. The double reverse-buckling rupture disks
used In this system do not fall simultaneously and the
timing of disk failure Is certainly dependent on com-
plex, three-dimensional flow and structure Interac-
tions not modeled by SWAAM. As a result, there are
regions of the pressure traces, such as those given In
Fig. 6. where test data show a continued compressed

,state while the code predicts prior pressure relief.

Such variations are not. however, qualitative In nnture.
and overall system response prediction Is excellent.

SWAAM-LT

In some design applications, the major Interest Is
In the relatively long-term response of the steam
generator rather than In the rapid transients
associated with Initial relief system response, 'n such
cases, gross motion of sodium and reaction-product
streams becomes a major concern, and the modeling
assumptions and code capabilities must be altered. In
addition, validation data extending over seconds
rather than milliseconds are now of Interest. The
SWAAM-LT code was developed for such long-term
analyses, and the code validation data were obtained
from the SWAT-3 experiments |22| performed by
PNC of Japan. In addition. SWAT-3 short-time
response was modeled with SWAAM-II and an earlier
form of the same code.

The data obtained by PNC from the SWAT-3 test
facility were used by PNC In the design and evaluation
of Its hellcat coll steam generator for the Monju
reactor. Figure 7 shows the arrangement of SWAT-3
for Run 3. the run used In validation of SWAAM-LT.
Fig. 8 shows a SWAAM model that was used In pre-
dicting the short-time behavior of a similar test In
SWAT-3. The system and experimental differences
between this test rig and the LLTR series required
the use of a different value of the reaction rate param-
eter A: however, as shown In Fig. 9. comparison of the
predicted early transient with experiment Is still
quite good.

In the original form of SWAAM-LT, two-phase
flow within the piping system was not modeletl and
calculations stop when sodium enters a gas-filled tee
or when reaction zone gases reenler the original
bubble region. A modification was therefore Imple-
mented to allow continued computation beyond these
times.

Figure 10 shows the SWAAM-LT model of the
LLTR used In the Initial validation analysis, and Fig. 11
Is a comparison of SWAAM-LT results wlih LLTR data
|23|. This particular calculation was a model of an
Intermediate leak experiment and was used to gain a
better understanding of how the leak rate scenario
would affect predictions made by SWAAM-LT. For
such leaks, where the InlUal leak rate Is quite low and
only progresses to a moderate level before rupture-
disk opening, the transient times are relatively long
compared to those observed In validation tests used to
evaluate SWAAM-II. Dased on evaluation reports of
the LLTR test, two leak scenarios were postulated,
and the slower of these ("leak A"J showed excellent
agreement with experiment.

To treat the SWAT-3 test, which extends to
times even greater than those used In the LLTR-bnscd
validation of SWAAM-LT, It was necessary to employ

the network model shown In Fig 12 |2I|. For such
extended transients, effects such as the local effective
friction factor have no noticeable Impact on predic-
tions In proximity to the reaction: they can have a
major Impact however, at points In the system away
from the reaction point. In the SWAT-3 experiment
used for validation, these effects are Illustrated In
Figs. 13 and 14. Notice the small effect of the
assumed middle-leg friction factor on evaporator
pressure, as shown In Fig. 13. At the superheater
(I.e.. away from the evaporator), however, the same
assumption Is shown to have a rather large Impact, as
Illustrated In Fig. 14. In general, the SWAAM-LT
validation comparisons, while not as close as the
SWAAM-II validation results based on short time,
large leak experiments, are still quite satisfactory and,
In addition, give excellent qualitative Information on
overall system behavior for an extended period after
the Initiating event.

SWAC-13/SWAC-13E

THE SWAC-13 code was verified with SWAT-3
test data |22|. and the verification results ere
reported In |25|, which Is briefly discussed here. As
noted above. SWAT-3 Is the test facility that PMC bultl
and operated to support development of the Japanese
Monju steam generators and to generate data lo verify
their sodium/water reaction analysis computer codes.
As shown In Fig. 7. the SWAT-3 test facility Includes
the evaporator and the superheater, the relief system
with the reaction-products tank, and the IHX.
although the superheater and the Intermediate heal
exchanger (IHX|. are quite simplified. The evaporator
Is the test model of the Monju hellcal-coll type steam
generator, which has a cover-gas space.

Results of the comparison of fnor different
SWAT-3 tests with calculation results of SWAC-13 are
discussed In Ref. 25. These comparisons Indicate
generally good agreement for the transient pressures
In Die evaporator and superheater. This Indicates the
general validity of the theoretical basis and the
numerical techniques used In SWAC-13.

In some Instances, however, agreement was not
as good as that observed In the SWAAM-II validations.
Basically, there are two Input parameters In SWAC-I3
calculations that affect the results significantly: Ihe
hydrogen conversion ratio and node temperatures. In
addition, the reaction vessel In the SWAT-3 system
has a lower aspect ratio ihnn that of the LLTR syslern.
This, together with the presence of the cover-gas
space, adds to the difficulty of obtaining a close pre-
diction. Nevertheless, the comparisons do Indicate
quite satisfactory qualitative agreement.

SWAC-13E Is Die latest version of SWAC-13. and
no Information Is available on verification of Its
extended features. As described earlier, SWAC-I3E
calculates the node temperatures Instead of specifying
them as Input data, as was done In SWAC-13.



APPLICATION OF SWAAM CODES

The SWAAM codes, verified against test data,
have been applied to various aspects of LMR develop-
ment and related activities. These codes have been
applied primarily by steam generator vendors and
reactor manufacturers In the U.S.. Including
Westlnghouse. Babcock & Wllcox. and General
Electric. The SWAAM codes have been used by U.S.
Industry In connection with development of the
Clinch River Breeder Reactor and later LMRs: most
recently ANL has used the codes for analysis of
advanced LMR systems In response to early regulatory
questions.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the family of SWAAM codes
developed at Argonne National Laboratory In support
of the development of LMR steam generators and
intermediate heat transport systems for LMRs. It Is
believed that the SWAAM codes are based on a sound
theoretical foundation and use sound numerical
techniques. Verification results discussed above Indi-
cate that the SWAAM codes are not only Individually
valid but also show that they are applicable as an
Integral and unified code system.

SWAAM-1I Is suitable where detailed analysis of
various Immediate effects of sodium/water reactions
Is of Interest. On the other hand. SWAAM-LT Is appli-
cable to long-term effects where the liquid sodium
and gas phases are largely separated. In applications
where gross mixing of the two phases Is expected,
the SWAC-13/SWAC-13E codes should be considered.
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